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Dahua Technology, with its award-winning 
deep-leaning algorithms, proudly releases 
WizMind, a portfolio of solutions composed 
of project-oriented products including IPC, 
NVR, PTZ, XVR, thermal and software platform, 
delivering precise, reliable and comprehensive 
AI solutions to verticals including government, 
retail, energy, finance and transportation.

Human Applications 
Powered by AI chip and deep learning 
algorithm, WizMind provides comprehensive 
human-oriented solutions, making it possible 
to quickly and accurately act on what matters 
to you. In addition, it provides effective AI 
search to locate targets, and various human-
based data for business analysis. 

Vehicle Applications
WizMind boasts multiple vehicle-based AI 
solutions, which provide more attributes of 
vehicles for easy control, quick search and 
business analysis.

Thermal Applications
WizMind combines deep learning algorithm 
with thermal imaging technology to help users 
achieve ultra-long distance monitoring in harsh 
environments, highly accurate non-contact 
temperature monitoring , and early detection
of fire.

 WizMind Ecosystem
The Dahua WizMind series is compatible with 
major third party technology partners. Besides, 
the WizMind Ecosystem provides sufficient 
DHOP and API for our technology partners.

WizMind

Applications
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Human Video Metadata

Face Recognition

Face Mosaic

People Counting for Line Crossing

Recoverable Video

People Counting in Area Queue Management
Quick Target Search

AI Search Face Tracking

Human Applications

People Counting

Dahua People Counting can track and process moving human body targets to realize 
accurate statistics of people entering, leaving and currently within the monitored area. 
This feature provides customers with valuable data for business report analysis with up to 
98% counting accuracy.

Privacy Protection 

Based on Deep Learning Algorithm, Privacy Protection supports real-time mosaic masking 
of human face or human body detected in the monitored scene, protecting people’s 
personal privacy. This function can achieve target detection of max. 64 objects/frame  with 
a detection rate of up to 98%.

Face Recognition 

Dahua Face Recognition solutions offer highly accurate detection rate and recognition rate 
with its advanced AI technology. The accuracy rate is up to 98%. It provides features such 
as blacklist alarm, VIP recognition, stranger alarm, AI search, face tracking, statistics etc. to 
improve user experience. 

Human Video Metadata

Human Video Metadata technology with deep learning algorithm can detect, track, and 
capture images of people. It selects the best images and extracts attributes of targets to 
locate them immediately, supporting up to 20+ kinds of human attributes.
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Heat Map 

With deep learning technology, Dahua’s new heat map function demonstrates two 
types of heat map charts based on the number of people and average strand time. 
Being widely used in retail shops, this feature enables business owners to easily analyze 
customers’ preferences.

Heat Map for Number of People
Fall Detection

panoramic view Auto Tracking Target Detection

Heat Map for Average Strand Time
People Approach

Target Details

Human Applications

Wide Area Security 

Through multi-sensor automatic stitching technology, the Dahua Panoramic Surveillance 
realizes 360° monitoring with high-speed PTZ camera. It utilizes both panoramic and detail 
images to ensure that customers will not miss other targets on the panoramic view while 
looking at the details of the target’s behavior on the PTZ camera.

Stereo Analysis 

With deep learning algorithm and 3-dimensional technology, Dahua Stereo Analysis 
technology offers various functions that can recognize people’s behaviors, including fall 
detection, violence detection, strand detection, people approach and number of people 
error.

Smart Tracking

Aside from detecting humans entering a restricted area, smart tracking also automatically 
track objects all the time. According to different scenarios, Dahua provides different 
tracking solutions with accuracy rate of up to 90%.
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Vehicle MetadataTarget Detection

Illegal Parking Detection

ANPR

ANPR

With deep learning algorithm, Dahua ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) 
technology can recognize the number plate information of vehicles from 58 countries. 
This system can also be used to provide higher security in restricted area.

Illegal Parking Detection

When a vehicle enters the monitored area, the Dahua Parking Detection technology 
based on CNN deep learning will capture its images and save metadata. It helps security 
personnel to ensure smooth traffic, and reduce accidents and property losses caused by 
illegal parking.

Vehicle Applications

Vehicle Video Metadata

Vehicle Video Metadata includes 
vehicle attributes information 
extracted from a target that can be 
used for data retrieval. With the 
detection rate of up to 99%, this 
system can be used to locate targets 
quickly and efficiently.
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Advanced Fire Detection

Ultra Long Range Detection Up to 20Km Tested in Foggy Weather

Human Body Temperature Monitoring

Visible
Visible

Thermal

Thermal

Thermal Applications

Temperature Measurement

There is a corresponding relationship between radiation energy and temperature. The 
different gray value can represent the different temperature in order to achieve an effective 
temperature monitoring function. The accuracy can reach ±0.3°C with the blackbody.

Long Distance Monitoring

With deep learning and thermal technology, this camera can realize long distance monitoring that can easily recognize human or vehicle even from far distance. In addition, it is also not 
affected by environmental factors, enabling it to provide a highly accurate thermal image of the scene.

Fire Prevention

Thermal cameras can detect mild differences in temperature change. This feature allows 
thermal camera to detect objects with a temperature difference compared to the average 
temperature of the scene. As fires usually have much higher temperature than the 
surrounding environment, Dahua thermal cameras are able to detect the presence of fire in 
the scene.
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WizMind Ecosystem  

Good Compatibility

Compatible with more than 200  technology partners, such as Milestone, Genetec, 
AxxonSoft, Avigilon, ISS, Qognify, Luxriot, etc..

Advanced features like face recognition, perimeter protection, people counting are 
supported with main partners, which create different solutions to meet different 
requirements.

Milestone verified, Dahua heat map, metadata, people counting, face recognition, 
and plugin are tested and verified by Milestone team.

Sufficient API

Sufficient API provided by Dahua, which allows any technology partners to integrate 
with WizMind products.

Complete SDK demo and API document available on our website, with strong customer 
support.

Standard protocol, like ONVIF, Wiegand  is supported by Dahua products, allow you to 
use Dahua products with 3rd party software even without any integration.

Ecosystem 
Partners

Dahua Hardware

D
H
O
P

Analysis

DHOP-SDK

Auto-tracking Etc.

DHOP

Dahua Open Platform (DHOP) allows 3rd party applications to be downloaded and installed 
on Dahua Network Cameras (WizMind IPC and thermal) based on your actual needs.

With more than 10 existing technology partners’ application, bring more flexibility to our 
customers.
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ePoE

Dahua ePoE technology provides a new way to 
accomplish long distance transmission between IP 
camera and network switch. It allows more flexible 
surveillance system design, improves reliability and 
saves construction and wiring cost.

Extended PoE transmission: 
800m, 10Mbps, 13w or 300m, 
100Mbps, 25.4w

Automatic set up, 
plug & play

Rich selection of IP Cameras, 
NVRs and Network Switches

Perfect for Analog to IP Migration: 
IP video, audio, control & power
( 4 in 1) over coax cable

Reach The 
Unreachable
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Works in all-weather conditions 
(darkness, heavy fog, rain, snow, 
etc.) with extra wide angle 
detection range.

Low false alarm rate through 
adoption of smart radar 
algorithm, movement 
tracks display, PTZ real-time 
monitoring, and human/vehicle 
target filtering.

Supports linkage of multiple 
PTZ cameras to one radar, 
or multiple radars to one 
PTZ, providing high-caliber 
set of alarms.

Configuration and 
management on DSS 
platform for radar-PTZ smart 
tracking system.

The Security Radar / Radar-PTZ Linkage System, based 
on the principle of radar detection and intelligent 
tracking algorithm, can achieve all-weather and all 
environment target intrusion detection and display 
the movement tracks of the target on the radar map. 
Combined with Dahua's own ball control technology, 
it can realize essential functions including global 
radar large-scale detection and multi-PTZ video detail 
tracking by accessing the general PTZ cameras.

Highlights

Security Radar / Radar-PTZ Linkage System
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Dahua USA
Tel: +1 (949) 679-7777
Email: sales.usa@dahuatech.com
            support.usa@dahuatech.com

Dahua Mexico
Tel: +52 55 67231936
Email: sales.mx@dahuatech.com
            support.mx@dahuatech.com

Dahua Colombia
Tel: +571 7446110
Email: sales.co@dahuatech.com
            support.co@dahuatech.com

Dahua Brazil
Tel: +55 11 32511871
Vendas: comercial.br@dahuatech.com
Suporte Técnico: suporte.br@dahuatech.com

Dahua Perú 
Tel: +511 500-8555
Email: sales.pe@dahuatech.com
            support.pe@dahuatech.com

Dahua Chile
Tel: +56 232705421
Email: sales.cl@dahuatech.com
            support.chile@dahuatech.com

Dahua Argentina
Email: project.ar@dahuatech.com

Dahua Panama
Email: sales.pa@dahuatech.com
Support: support.pa@dahuatech.com

Dahua Thailand
Tel: +66 2541 5188
Email: info.th@dahuatech.com
            hr.th@dahuatech.com

Dahua Singapore
Tel: +65 65380952
Email: sales.sg@dahuatech.com

Dahua Turkey
Email: sales.tr@dahuatech.com
            support.tr@dahuatech.com 

Dahua Malaysia 
Tel: +60376620731
Email: sales.my@dahuatech.com

Dahua Indonesia
Tel: +62 811 867 7728
Email: sales.indo@dahuatech.com

Dahua S.Korea
Tel: +82 7081618889
Email: sales.kr@dahuatech.com 
            support.kr@dahuatech.com

Dahua India
Tel: +91 1244569100
Email: sales.india@dahuatech.com 

Dahua Russia
Tel: 8 (499) 682-60-00
Email: info@dahuatech.com

Dahua Kazakhstan
Tel: +7 727 3110838
Email: sales.kz@dahuatech.com

Dahua VISION LLC
Tel:+998 (78) 1488666
E-mail:dh_uzbekistan@dahuatech.com

Dahua UK
Tel: +44(0)1628 613 500
Email: sales.uk@dahuatech.com

Dahua the Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0) 79 799 96 96
Email: sales.benelux@dahuatech.com

Dahua Iberia
Tel: +34 917649862
Email: sales.iberia@dahuatech.com

Dahua Italy
Tel: +39 362182681
Email: sales.italy@dahuatech.com

Dahua Germany
Tel: +49 211 20544121
Email: sales.de@dahuatech.com

Dahua France
+33 1 48 53 70 53
Email: sales.france@dahuatech.com

Dahua CEE & Nordic
Tel: +48 223957400
Email: dh.cen@dahuatech.com

Dahua Poland
Tel: +48 223957400
Email: biuro.pl@dahuatech.com

Dahua SRB
+38 1 (11) 4429999
Email: dh.srb@dahuatech.com

Dahua Denmark
Email: Nordic.ne@dahuatech.com

Dahua Hungary
Tel: +36 17899852
Email: sales.hu@dahuatech.com

Dahua Bulgaria
Tel: +35929950013
Email: support.bg@dahuatech.com

Dahua SRL
Email:marketing.ro@dahuatech.com

Dahua Czech
Tel: +420 225 986 001
Email: admin.cz@dahuatech.com

Dahua S. Africa
Email: sales.za@dahuatech.com

Dahua Australia
Tel: +61 299285200
Email: sales.oc@dahuatech.com 

Dahua Middle East
Tel: +971 48815300
Email: sales.me@dahuatech.com
            info.me@dahuatech.com


